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Housekeeping
■ Download slides at https://go.oceg.org/keeping-employees-engaged-througha-crisis
■ Answer all 3 polls
■ Certificates of completion
(only for OCEG All Access Pass holders)
■ Evaluation survey at the close of the webinar
■ Find the recording on the OCEG site at https://go.oceg.org/webinarrecordings
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Learning Objectives
§ Outline methods for engaging
employees with policies and
related resources even when
work is disrupted
§ Establish ways to push policies
to the right people at the right
times, and for employees to
easily pull the information that
they need without delay
§ Demonstrate how interactive
policies can support ongoing
communication when information
is rapidly changing
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Poll 1
Do you have an OCEG All Access Pass (a paid membership) and would you
like to receive CPE credit for this event?

a. Yes, I have an All Access Pass and I would like to receive a
Certificate of Completion for this event
b. Yes, I have an All Access Pass but I do not need a Certificate
of Completion
c. No, I do not have an All Access Pass but I would like to get
one and receive CPE credit for this and future webcasts I
attend
d. No, I do not have an All Access Pass and I don’t want to buy
one at this time (so I won’t get CPE credit for this event)
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Download at
oceg.org/resources
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Discussion Questions
Accessing policies during a crisis, particularly when it might
demand that employees work remotely, can be a challenge.
■ What are the main advantages for employee engagement
when policies are stored and accessed in more modern
systems?
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Poll 2
Has your organization used a policy portal with interactive capabilities
during the current pandemic?

a. Yes for the entity
b. Yes but only within departments
c.

No but planning to do so

d. No
e. I don’t know
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Discussion Questions
■ The ability to “push” policies and related training units to
employees on a “just in time” basis is a particularly valuable
capability when a crisis arises, whether employees are on
site or working remotely. What does that mean exactly and
how does it work?
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Discussion Questions
■ How can organizations plan ahead for policy and other
communication pushes that might be needed in different
types of crises? Specifically what steps can and should
they take as part of crisis readiness planning?
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Crisis Readiness Planning for Policy
Communication
■ Consider identified crisis scenarios
■ Determine what policy communications may be needed
and mode of delivery
■ Create standard communications to be triggered as
needed
■ Define team to address emergency policy needs
■ Ensure interactive options are available during event
■ Consider surge capacity needs
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Discussion Questions
■ What does it really mean to have interactive policies?
■ Can you walk us through what an interactive policy portal
looks like and how it operates?
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COMPANY POLICY PORTAL
home > my policy portal

MY
POLICY
LIBRARY >

ALL COMPANY
POLICIES >

OUTSTANDING
TASKS >

POLICY PORTAL
MY POLICY LIBRARY >
POLICY QUESTIONS >
COMPANY POLICIES >
POLICY ALERTS >

MY POLICY
QUESTIONS >

POLICY
ALERTS >

MY
TRAINING >

TASKS >
MY TRAINING >

THE POLICY PORTAL

The policy portal is the interactive hub of policies
and related resources. It provides policy users with
timely awareness and understanding of what is
expected.
A well designed policy portal is:
· INTUITIVE It is easy to use and provides an
engaging experience for employees to learn
and interact with policies.
· ADAPTIVE It adapts to changes in the business,
regulatory environment, and employee context to
provide up to date relevant information when and
where it is needed.
· PERSONAL It allows employees to customize and
organize what is relevant to them, provide
feedback to management and share things they
find useful with other employees.
· ACCESSIBLE It is optimized for mobile and tablet,
and also viewable via laptop and workspace
interfaces so it is always there when needed.

PUBLISHED &
APPROVED
COMPANY
POLICIES
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POLICY PORTAL
HOME

ALL POLICIES

MY POLICIES

SEARCH

MY TASKS

TRAINING

REPORTING

my policies > finance > insider trading

Insider Trading Policy
created 06/28/2014
RELATED POLICIES: Antitrust & Fair Competition
Confidential Information | Gathering Competitive Info

JOHN DOE
TASKS TO COMPLETE
! Read Policy
! Take Online Training
" Answer Quiz
" View Scenarios
" Accept Policy
FORMS & RESOURCES
· Regulation
FD Disclosure >
EDUCATION
· Training Units >
· Scenario Examples >
QUESTIONS
· FAQ >
· Email a Question >
· Phone >
REPORT INCIDENT
· Online Report >
· Hotline >

PUBLISHED &
APPROVED
COMPANY
POLICIES

SEND FEEDBACK >
SHARE >
CHAT WITH US

Have a question?
Compliance Chatbot

DESCRIPTION
This policy is designed to promote compliance
x with insider trading laws that seek to
VIEW
DEFINITION

preserve
the integrity
of the
markets and ensure equal access to information.
Insider
Trading:
An illegal
actsecurities
that occurs
when
an individual
Employees
duty confidential
to honor these laws an
have a uses
and protect material, nonpublic (or “inside”)
information to gain profits or avoid losses
information regarding the company.

SCOPE
This policy applies to all directors,
officers, employees, contractors,
temps and other third parties of the
company (collectively known as ‘xxx’)

TRAINING / GAMES

and its subsidiaries and affiliates. This
group of people, members of their

immediate families and members of their households are sometimes referred to in this
policy as “insiders.” It also applies to anyone who receives inside information from any
insider. This policy does not apply to any transactions executed with a written contract,

x th
ctionVIEW
by a person subject to
instruction
or plan established
this policy in accordance Rule 10b-5
REGULATIONS
of the Exchange
Act.A rule established by the SEC
RULE 10b-5:
that allows insiders of publicly traded
corporations to set up a trading plan for
selling stocks they own.

POLICY
Our company opposes the unauthorized disclosure of any material, nonpublic
information
x inf

VIEW PROCEDURES

that you get from work and the misuse of inside information in securities trading. As an
· Trading plan development >
o ·this
’xxx’, you may have access to
material,
nonpublic
company or
Advice
and Consent
> information about our com
· Notification and Reporting >
o business. Always comply with insider trading laws, which
w
companies with which we do
prohibit you from using this information to trade in a company’s stock or other securities –
or tipping others to do so.

We've changed our business
strategy so this policy isn't
relevant anymore; let's retire it.

We are getting a lot of
questions on this policy.
We need to figure out why.

Regulatory changes have been
addressed in the updated policy

KEEPING POLICIES RELEVANT

The interactive policy experience is only relevant if the policies themselves remain relevant.
Organizations need to have a policy management lifecycle to develop and maintain policies
in the midst of changing business, risk, and regulatory environments.
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UNIFIED
UNIFIED

· The portal is a one stop shop for
policies, training, reporting and
guidance
· Policies are connected to related
procedures, training, definitions
and help links
· Changes in policy needs, updates
and flags for attention are
automated based on detected
changes in role, requirements and
activities

INTERACTIVE
· Understanding is increased
through embedded media,
games and scenario enactments
· Pop-ups or links provide access
to definitions & resources
· Alerts, notices and reminders
are automated

INTERA

· The portal is a one stop shop for
· Understan
policies, training, reporting and
through em
guidance
games an
· Policies are connected to SOCIAL
related
· Pop-ups o
procedures, training, definitions
to definitio
· Employees can share policies and
provide feedback to managers
and
help links
RELEVANT
· Alerts, not
· Questions are answered by a
variety
of
methods
· Policies are organized
and
· Changes
in policy
needs, ·updates
are autom
presented based on employee
Employee avatar is linked to
role,flags
activities, for
location
and
and progress in policy
and
attention
are badges
business unit and changes are
tasks
automated
automated
based on detected
· The most critical “need to know”
changes
in torole,
SOCIAL
policies are easy
find requirements and
· Users customize personal
activities
libraries and can track their own
policy related tasks, gaining merit
· Employee
badges for completion
provide
fe
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RELEVANT
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activities
UNIFIED
RELEVANT

· The portal is a one stop shop for
policies, training, reporting and
guidance
· Policies are connected to related
procedures, training, definitions
and help links
· Changes in policy needs, updates
and flags for attention are
automated based on detected
changes in role, requirements and
activities

INTERACTIVE
· Understanding is increased
through embedded media,
games and scenario enactments
· Pop-ups or links provide access
to definitions & resources
· Alerts, notices and reminders
are automated

· Policies are organized and
presented based on employee
role, activities, location and
business unit and changesSOCIAL
are
automated
· Employees can share policies and
provide feedback to managers
· The
most critical “need to· know”
RELEVANT
Questions are answered by a
policies
easy
variety of methods
· Policies areare
organized
and to find
presented based on employee
· Employee avatar is linked to
role, activities,
location and personal badges and progress in policy
· Users
customize
business unit and changes are
tasks
automated and can track their own
libraries
· The most critical “need to know”
policy
tasks, gaining merit
policiesrelated
are easy to find
· Users customize
personal
badges
for completion
libraries and can track their own
policy related tasks, gaining merit
badges for completion

· Employee
provide fe
· Questions
variety of
· Employee
badges an
tasks
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UNIFIED
INTERACTIVE
· The portal is a one stop shop for
policies, training, reporting and
guidance
· Policies are connected to related
procedures, training, definitions
and help links
· Changes in policy needs, updates
and flags for attention are
automated based on detected
changes in role, requirements and
activities

INTERACTIVE
· Understanding is increased
through embedded media,
games and scenario enactments
· Pop-ups or links provide access
to definitions & resources
· Alerts, notices and reminders
are automated

· Understanding is increased
through embedded media,
games and scenario enactments
· Pop-ups or links provideSOCIAL
access
· Employees can share policies and
to definitions
& resources
provide feedback to managers
RELEVANT
· Questions are answered by a
variety of methods
· Policies are
organized andand reminders
· Alerts,
notices
presented based on employee
· Employee avatar is linked to
role,
activities, location and
badges and progress in policy
arebusiness
automated
unit and changes are
tasks
automated
· The most critical “need to know”
policies are easy to find
· Users customize personal
libraries and can track their own
policy related tasks, gaining merit
badges for completion

SOCIAL
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· Employees can share policies and
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UNIFIED
SOCIAL

· The portal is a one stop shop for
policies, training, reporting and
guidance
· Policies are connected to related
procedures, training, definitions
and help links
· Changes in policy needs, updates
and flags for attention are
automated based on detected
changes in role, requirements and
activities

INTERACTIVE
· Understanding is increased
through embedded media,
games and scenario enactments
· Pop-ups or links provide access
to definitions & resources
· Alerts, notices and reminders
are automated

· Employees can share policies and
provide feedback to managers
· Questions are answered by a
SOCIAL
variety of methods
· Employees can share policies and
· Employee
avatar
is
linked
tofeedback to managers
provide
RELEVANT
· Questions are answered by a
badges and progress invariety
policy
of methods
· Policies are organized and
presented based on employee
· Employee avatar is linked to
tasks
role, activities, location and
badges and progress in policy
business unit and changes are
automated
· The most critical “need to know”
policies are easy to find
· Users customize personal
libraries and can track their own
policy related tasks, gaining merit
badges for completion

tasks
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Poll 3
Does your organization need help to select technology for policy
management overall or for crisis response?

a. Yes in the near term
b. Maybe later in 2020
c. No not at this time
d. I don’t know
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Questions?
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